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1INTRODUCTION
Chapter I
Alms In The Teaching of History
"The citizen - voter or not - needs a purposeful civic edu-
cation if he is to be prepared to meet the responsibility of the
modern social organization."^ Indeed, Dr. Ernest Horn says that
"the chief purpose of teaching history in the elementary school
is to make pupils more intelligent with respect to the more cru-
2
cial activities, conditions and problems of present day life."
The change in the viewpoint in the teaching of history from
an emphasis on the past to one on current affairs is recognized
in the following statement by Dr. Henry Johnson:
"The demand is for social studies of direct and immediate
concern to individual communities. Questions relating to
public health, to housing and homes, to good roads, and the
like, in the present, are coming to be viewed as of greater
importance than questions relating to how people lived in
the past. The educational perspective is rapidly changing.
It is becoming increasingly clear that children should
know something about the duties of the garbage collector
and the gas inspector. It is becoming less clear that they
should know something about the deeds of Alexander and
Charlemagne." 3
2h
^Snedden, David. Problems of Educational Readjustment
.
Boston,
Houghton Mifflin Co. TSTs p. 92
orn, Ernest. Possible Defects in the Present Content of
American History, Sixteenth Yearbook of the National
Society for the Study of Education, Part I, Blooming-
3 ton 111., Public School Publishing Co. 1917 p. 156
Johnson, Henry. Teaching of History . New York, The MacMillan
Co. 1^28 pp 159-160

In view of the fact that we recognize the worth of an em-
phasis on current problcias, the purpose of this study is to find
out if pupils who have had from two to four years of history in
the elementary school know much about matters of interest in
current life including people and social or economic questions
which have been prominent in the news during the past year.
Sine© history courses are a means of supplying the need in
America for an interest in and an understanding of civic prob-
1
lems we shall look into the aims of this subject for objectives
which serve to promote purposeful civic education.
Our interest in the reconstruction of aims in history teach-
ing may well begin with the appointment of the Committee of Ten
of the National Education Association, The report released in
1894 provided for four years of history to be taught in the el-
ementary school and four years in the high school. The third
year of history in the elementary school was to be American His-
tory and Civil Government. In stating the purposes for history
teaching the following statement was made be the Committee:
"It cannot be too strongly emphasized that facts in history
are like digits in arithmetic; they are learned only as a
means to an end History and the allied branches are
better adapted than any other studies to promote the inval-
uable mental power which we call judgment; it should train
the pupils to throw away the unimportant or unessential and
1
ftugg, Earle, Curriculum Studies in the Social Sciences and
Citizensh ip . Colorado State Teachers College.
2 1928 p, 191
Committee of Ten on Secondary School litudies. Report ; New
York, 1894 p, 163
r:
e
4
3to select the paramount and cogent. Through history a
child should be taught to exercise those qualities of
common sense which he needs for the conduct of his own
life." 1
In their recommendations for the elementary school the Com-
mittee of Fifteen of the National Education Association report-
ing to the Department of Superintendence in 1895, recommended
oral lessons in history and biography for sixty minutes a week
throughout the elementary course. T(Ve also note that this com-
mittee set the study of the Constitution as the limit of the
content in the eighth grade because the latter epoch seemed not
so well fitted for intensive study in school as the already
2
classic period of our history. This attitude was illustrative
of a period more interested in facts concerning the past than in
their use andwas an echo of earlier European practice.
In 1899, the Committee of Seven of the American Historical
Association in cooperation with the National Education Associa-
tion set up these as the reasons for teaching history:
1. History helps boys and girls to acquire some knowledge of
their environment and helps them to become intelligent
citizens,
2, History cultivates the judgment by leading the pupil to
see the relation between cause and effect as cause and
effect occur in human affairs.
1
Ibid
2
Committee of Fifteen on Elementary Education, Report , New
York, 1895. p. 70
9
Johnson, Social Studies . Vol. I.
cf
3. The study of history gives training not only in acquir-
ing facts, but in arranging and systematizing them and
in putting forth individual product.
4. The study of history helps the pupil to acquire a know-
ledge of facts that is to him a source of pleasure and
gratification in after life.
5. History fosters the brighter and broader culture which
springs from a sympathy with the onward movements of the
past, and an intelligent comprehension of the present.
6. Historical study gives pupils training in the handling
of books, thereby introducing them to good literature
and inspiring them with a love of reading.
7. The latter aim helps to quicken, strengthen, and disci-
pline the pupil's imagination.
8. The ordinary oral recitation in history if properly
conducted may help the pupil to express himself in well
chosen words, 1
The only reference to the present is expressed in #5, and here
only that appreciation and sympathy for the problem of the pre-
sent can best be secured by a study of the past.
More particularly concerned with the elementary school than
any of the previously mentioned groups was the Committee of Eight
2
of the American Historical Association (1909). The point of
view of this committee was that history teaching should be of
such nature as to help the child appreciate what his fellowman is
doing and to lead him to intelligent participation either in
3
agreement or disagreement with his fellows. To this end they
1
McLaughlin, A.C. The Study of Hist ory in the Schools. Report to
the American Historical Association by the Committee of
2 Seven. New Vork. The MacMillan Co. 1899. pp 20-26
Johnson, Henry. Op. Cit. p, 154
3
The Study of History in the Schools . Report to the American His
torical Association by The Committee of Eight. New '^ovk,
Charles Scribner's Sons. 1910. p.
rc
recommend attention to contemporary problems of political, in-
dustrial, social educational and religious nature. In the
course of study outlined by the group two excellent chances are
provided for emphasizing current history. The first of these
occurs in the first grade where provision is made for stories
connected with local events, and again in the fifth grade in the
study of great industries of the present.^
In 1917, Dr. Koos made a study of the materials and methods
In American History in which he received replies from 224 teach-
2
ers in fifteen middle western states. He lists the following
alms from these teachers:
1, To master the text.
2, To cultivate the power of handling facts,
3, To develop the spirit of nationalism,
4, To cultivate reconstructive imagination.
5, To equip the student with a store of historical in-
formation.
6, To develop the faculty of discrimination.
7, To promote good citizenship.
8, To develop ability in speech, oral and written.
9, To inspire with a love of reading.
10. To teach the use of books. 3
This study also showed that collateral reading Included
magazines and newspapers, and that government was Included by
4
about one half of the courses in American history.
*Ibld. p.
2
Koos, Leonard V. The Administration of Secondary School Units .
3 Chicago, 111;; The Chicago Univ. Press. 1917. p. 93
Ibid. p. 105
2
Ibid. pp. 106-107

6Another of the studies published in 1917, was that of Dr.
Bagley in which he attempted to determine the names and topics
common to twenty-three elementary history textbooks to find what
material is thought to represent minimal essentials.^ He found
more space devoted to the period from 1812 to 1861 than to any
other. The second highest per cent was given to the period of
colonial development. The period from 1865 to the date of pub-
2lication of the books stood third. What Dr. Bagley finally
urges is that the desirable outcomes of teaching be agreed upon
so that such problems as the relation of contemporary problems
to the history course may be settled in the light of what we are
striving toward.
Included in the same volume is a report of a study by Dr.
Ernest Horn in which he made a study of modern textbooks in com-
parison with books on modern problems and the International En-
cyclopedia. It was discovered that fewer than ten per cent of
the names which occur most frequently in the textbooks are among
the first 261 names taken from the books and Encyclopedia articles.
Bagley, W.C. Present-Day Minimal Essentials in United States His-
tory as Taught in the Seventh and Eighth Grades . Sixteen-
th Yearbook of the N.S.sTE^ Part I. 1917. Bloomington,
2 111. p. 145
Ibid. p. 144
3
Ibid. p. 154
4
Horn, Ernest. Op. Cit. p. 156
r
He also found that the amoimt of space given to the discussion
of political, military and social and economic phases in text-
hooks showed an unfavorable balance in comparison with stand-
ards set up be the Committee of Eight, ^ and the books on modern
2problems and the Encyclopedia articles. The following table
illustrates the comparison:
Distribution of References to Three
Phases of History (in Per Cents) 3
Political Military Social and
Economic
Committee of Eight 33 30 37
Modern History Text Books 42 40 18
Books on Modern Problems 18.7 4.7 78
Encyclopedia Articles 37 1.7 60
The reaction occasioned by the V/orld War was making itself
felt at that time.
Following Harris' study, Bassett tried to find what infor-
mation is necessary to understand modern political problems,
4
conditions, and activities. His method was similar to Horn's
in that he examined books dealing with political problems to de-
termine how much historical information is necessary to under-
stand them. He found that besides the names of presidents the
1
Report , Op, Cit. pp XXii, 141
^om. Op. Cit. p, 169
^Ibid. p. 169
4
Bassett, B. B. The P.istorical Infb rmation Essential for the In-
telligent Understanding of Civic Problems . Seventeenth
Yearbook of the National Society for the btudy of Edu-
cation. Bloomington, 111. Public School Publisliing
Co. 1918. p. 81
rr
18
names of economists were most important and that the dates most
frequently mentioned were those since 1890, He also found a
definite need for knowledge of the Federal Constitution,^
A committee of the American Historical Association headed hy
A, C. Krey recommended to that body in 1926, that, in view of such
changes in the school situation as more maturity on the part of
school children, reorganization of school systems to facilitate
administration, and the increase in school attendance, a detailed
study be made extending over a period of at least five years
which would determine such questions as the advisability of fu-
sion courses, topical or chronological organization, procedure
from simple to complex or from present to remote; continuous pro-
gress or cyclical treatment, time allotments, variety courses for
2
different types of schools and variations in teaching procedure.
Earle Rugg made an analysis of textbooks and found that
facts are taught but that many ofthese have no reference to so-
3
cial utility. He set up the following aims:
1. Facts, acquisition of knowledge.
2. General phase, citizenship training,
3. Method of studying.
4. Training certain powers such as memory and Judgment.
5. Inculcation of patriotism and nationalism.
6. Broadening the pupil's point of view.
.
7. Training in seeing causal relationships.
8, Miscellaneous (development of critical attitudes, appre-
ciations, scientific habits of thought, ability in
speech, oral and written). ^
1 ~
~—
Ibid. pp. 88-89
8
Krey, A. C. History and Other Social Studies in the Schools . Re-
port of a committee to the American Kistoricel Association,
3 Historical Outlook, Jan. 1927. p. 118
^Rugg, Earle. Op. Clt. p. 30
Rugg, Earle. Evaluating the Aims and Outcomes of I-i story
. His-
torical Outlook, Nov. 1923, pp 324-26
i
6^
9These are indicative of a trend away from mere textbook teaching
toward the acquiring of an ability to solve problems which should
be of importance to the pupil,
^
In 1927, an extensive revision of the Social Studies Curri-
culum of the Terre Haute, Indiana, schools was reported by E. B.
Clogston. uf interest to us is aim C of the whole social science
field which is "To develop in the pupil a consciousness of his
membership in a world community; and #4 of the aims in American
History, "To evaluate American History from the viewpoint of world
development and give appreciation of the new perspective resulting
from the World War.^
The next study of particular interest to us deals not in any
remote way, but very directly witn the teaching of current events
in the elementary school. From this teaching experiment by Mary
Kelty and Nelle Moore it was concluded that (1) children would be-
come interested in current events which deal with political, so-
cial, economic and geographical phases of world news; (2) the
ability to read the material affects the interest in papers out-
side of class work; (3) children allow illustrations to influence
their choice; (4) they also recommended a 30 minute class period
3
once a week as sufficient.
^Rugg, Harold 0, Problems of Contemporary Life as the basis for
Curriculum-Making in the Social Studies . Twenty -Second Year-
book of the National Society for the Study of Education.
Part II. Blooraington, 111. Public School Publishing Co.
2 1923 p. 260
Clogston, E. B. A Casfe for Setting Up Aims for the Social Studies .
3
Kelty, Mary G. ; Moore, Nelle E, An Experimental Study of the
Teaching of Current Events in the Middle Grades. Elementary
School Journal, Vol. 32 (Feb. 1932) pp 417-425
c
10
As a result of the recommendation of the committee headed
by A. C, Krey already mentioned^ there was appointed a Commis-
sion on the Social Studies. The portion of the report dealing
with the curriculum was prepared by Leon Marshall, In spite of
the fact that so many of the studies had emphasized the need for
emphasis on present-day problems the viewpoint taken in this
2
volume is largely academic. His recommendation was that the
approach in the curriculum be one of social process based on
what he believed to be the three constants in every place and
every culture:
1. Man has relatively stable biological capacities.
2. Man has always been forced to deal with his environment
which will not, unaided or tmdisciplined, satisfy his
desires.
3. Man always lives in some type of group.
With this idea of constants as a basis he recommended that the
social sciences shoTild be an "overview" of the whole field uti-
lizing the social approach method and fusion courses. But in its
development of the curriculum this volume failed to emphasize the
new viev/point and instead tended toward the factual. In the end
it proved to be definitely conservative, possibly reactionary.
On looking back over the many studies and the different lists
of aims we might summarize including most of those in line with
our present trends in history teaching under two main objectives:
Jpp
7-8
Marshall, Leon: Goetz, Rachel Marshall. Curriculum-Making In the
Social Studies
,
Part XIII. Report of the Commission on the
Social Studies. American Historical Association. New York,
S Chas, Scrlbner's Sons, 1936. p. 13
rr
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1. To develop an intelligent interpretation of the present
and the ability to solve present problems.
2. To inculcate a spirit of patriotism sufficient to tide
us through emergencies. 1
1
Wilson, Guy M. ; Hoke, Kremer J. How to Measure, New York
The MacMillan Company. 1929. p. 244
e
TESTING IN THE FIELD
OF HISTORY
Vifhenever we wish to see how well we are achieving our alma
In any subject field we turn to measurements in that field for
the answer to the question. The major criteria in testing are
!• The test should be in harmony with and should reinforce
the right curricula principles,
2, A test should encourage, supplement, and reinforce
proper methods of teaching.
3, A test should serve the time purposes of an examina-
tion,
(a) A good examination is the best teaching that
can be done at the time,
(b) A good examination provides for a new view,
reorganization or a worthwhile application,
The civic efficiency aim in history which we have accepted^
suggests that the method will be one of problem and apprecia-
tion. With this in mind we face the fact that the job of
testing in history is very different from that of testing in
a tool subject. Studies of the early tests in the field indi-
cate the difficulty.
In 1917, Bell and McCollum reporte^^ a study made of stu-
dents in Texas in which they discussed aims tti at had to do with
civic efficiency and discounted them, basing their test entire-
ly on history ability as indicated by the readiness with which
pupils answer informational questions. They found out differences
in individuals, schools, and sex groups so far as information was
concerned. Scores were relatively low,
^
Earle U, Rugg made a study of the eleven tests in existence
in 1919, He found that most of these tests measured only In-
Ibid pp 515-16
See p. 10
Bell, J, Carleton; McCollum, D, F, A Study of the Attainment
of Pupils in United States History. Journal of Educational
Psychology, Vol. VIII May 1917 p, 258
fiiigg* Earle U, Character and Value of Standardized Tests in
History, The School Review, Vol. 27 Dec. 1919
f
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formation as an indication of historical ability. The tests of
Buckingham, Van Wagenan, barr, and his own included the use of
thought, reasoning, historical inference, and judgment,^
His main criticisms of the tests follow:
1, The dominant aim should not be to memorize factual con-
tent as these tests so much emphasize,
2, Tests do not embrace content vital to the course of
study, "Progressive teachers are agreed that the present
must be stressed to a higher degree than in the past."
3, A majority of the exercises do not test the basic aims or
outcomes of history.
4, They attempt to cover too long a period In history.
5, They are brief in content so if they are known by the
teacher the content is likely to be emphasized day by day,
6, The organization in some of the tests is poor, especially
in completion questions.
7, There is still difficulty in scoring questions which are
not factual, 2
The chief values of the tests were their value in checking the
aims and outcomes and their service in improving instruction
through their diagnostic qualities. He suggested that tests in
history would be of more value when they "include content which is
of proved social worth to the child."
This study was followed by another in 1923, in which the
author attempted to show how history as we teach it serves the pur-
pose of citizenship training. He found that the principal measure
being used was the essay examination. There was no attempt being
made in these examinations to weight the importance of questions.
He suggested that further study be done so that a teacher could
llbid,
^Ibid.
P. 7
p. 767
c
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definitely measure a pupil's gain in the qualities su.sgested by
1
the aims over a given period rather than his factual knov/ledge.
In the same year Richard Shryock called attention to the
fact that with the change in the aims of the subject there should
be a change in the emphasis in the tests in order to measure the
2
newer alms. For instance, if history is to promote patriotism
he thought history tests should measure that aim. In the place of
the usual written or oral tests he suggested that courses in Cur-
rent Events or Modern Problems be given in which the reactions of
the pupils would be observed for the purpose of seeing how well the
alms were being achieved. He did not claim for this method the ul-
timate solution of the problem in history testing but offered it
for experiment.'
Paul Kepner made a survey of 22 tests in 1923, and his criti-
cism was in harmony with that of Rugg in that he also found that
most of these tested only one ability that of information. The
makers of the tests fail to define the alms which they are testing
so the tests cannot re-inforce worthwhile alius. He thinks they
are of value, however, for teacher diagnosis and because they are
more easily and accurately scored.*
Bertha Elston made a study in the same year dealing with the
Evaluating the Aims and Outcomes of History . Historical Outlook,
2 Vol. 14 (Nov. 1923) pp 324-46
Shryock, Richard H. New Tests for Old. Historical Outlook, Vol.
3 14 (Nov. 1932) p. 319
'
Ibid. p. 323
4
K.epner, Paul Tyler. A Survey of the Test Movement in History .
Journal of Educational Researcn, Vol. 7 (April 1923) pp 30§-325
€€
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high school level and urged experimentation on the part of
teachers in building tests suitable for their own classes, test-
ing the specific abilities they are endeavoring to achieve, using
as much as possible objective forms.
^
In 1926, W, J. Osburn made a study of history testing to de-
termine how well history was being taught.^ He fo\ind that in
spite of all that had been done by committees in an attempt to de-
vise aims of social utility, teachers were still teaching facts
if their tests were any indication. He found in his study of
test questions in American History on the elementary level that
there were no questions dealing with the nature of historical evi-
dence and weighing it, no questions which attempted to bring
about sympathy and uriderstanding ainong peoples and nations; only 8
questions attempted to interpret the present and judge the future
in terms of the past. On the other hand he found 15,290 that
served to discipline the memory, and 6,043 that attempted to
teach the power of organizing facts.' In reference to the kind
of thinking required to answer history questions he found that
lb% of the questions called for organizing; \Z% for analysis and
4
Judgment; and none for the cause-effect type of thinking.
In the 1929 revision of How to Measure , Wilson and Hoke, after
^Elston, Bertha, Improving the Teaching of History in the High
School Through the Use of Tests . Historical Outlook,
2 Vol. 14 (Nov. 1923) pp 300-305
Osburn, W.J. Are We Making Good At Teaching History? Bloomington,
111. Public School Publishing Co. 1926 p.
'ibid. p.
4
Ibid. p. 61
ir
r-
€
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a consideration of the tests in history and the studies that
have been made express a belief that while existing tests have
not been wholly satisfactory, they do point the way toward a
form OS testing which will more nearly reinforce the aims of his-
tory and thus look forward to something entirely different in the
testing field. ^ They advise that teachers keep in mind the larg-
er aims and think in terms of a large problem, preferably a pre-
sent-day one, as the unit of study. In the meantime history
tests may be used for research but not for testing since they em-
phasize drill and therefore their use would not further the pur-
2pose of the subject,
Helen Roetzer in 1932, saw the need of test makers coming to
3
some agreement as to the purpose of history. She found that
while curriculum makers have revolted against cyclopedic know-
ledge the test makers have showed opposition or nullification of
the revolt by a testing procedure which stresses just what the
curriculum msikers oppose. They continue to construct tests which
employ drill technique in a problem subject,* The essay question
was found to be of greater advantage because in calling for
reasoning, judgment and organization it better fulfilled the major
criteria for a good test than did the standardized test or the new
type examination. The values that the testing movement have
brought to history lie in calling attention to the basic princi-
ples of the subject and showing the need for improvement in the
teaching of history,
^Wilson and Hoke, Op, Cit. p, 272
^Ibid. pp. 273-74
^Roetzer, Helen, An Evaluation of the Testing Procedures Used in
Teaching American History, Master's Thesis,
4 Boston University Graduate School, 1932, p. 133
Ibid, pp. 133-34
Is
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Chapter II
The Problem Of This Study
The problem for the present study grows directly out of the
background of curricular aims in history on the one hand, and cor-
rect principles of testing in history on the other. If one of the
major aims in the teaching of history is a keen interest in current
problems of political, civic, and economic nature, together with
their backgrounds and significance, then it is pertinent to try to
discover what the schools have done to lead pupils into such lines
of work and the reasonable results of such efforts. Furthermore,
it is evident that the tests used to discover the realization of
this objective must be tests that are currently constructed and
that relate to current problems.
The test used in the present study was constructed for use in
a school survey at Keene, N, H,^ A copy of the test is shown on
page 67, following, and in the appendix, page 133. In order to g«t a crose-
sectlon of the results in city and rural schools north and south,
it was applied by the author in the following places:
Morris School, Sumter, S, C,2
Washington School, Raleigh, N. C.^
Berry 0 'Kelly School, Method, N. C*
North School, Bellingham, Mass, 6
Walpole School, Walpole, Mass.
Author: Dr. Guy M. Wilson
The author acknowledges with grateful appreciation the assistance
rendered by the following teachers in helping with administration
of the tests:
^Mrs. Evelyn P. Campbell
^11 S3 L. Maywood Latham
*Mr, E, A. Johnson
5
Miss Marguerite Dubois

18
The iimnediate task of the writer has been that of direct-
ing the administering of the tests, grading, summarizing, and
interpreting the results of this testing program. How fully
are the schools realizing the aim of problem thinking in terms
of present civic needs? How do schools differ? Is it possible
to teach for this objective, and in turn is it possible to de-
vise a test which will reveal differences in teaching efficiency?
These are some questions which this study should at least part-
ly answer,
TXe tablas whi«h f«ll»w miamariBe the results of testing in grades
six, sevQi, and eight in Keene, New Hampshire, and in the schools indicated
in the second paragraph above.
cc
c
CHAPT_^R III
A.^aljSis of Test Results
The results of t.ie tests are shown in Tables I-XV, Tne
pupils tire desi^^nated one fij;ures in uhe first vertical
C0IU..J1, Tne col'ju.jis iiUiubered norizontally fron. 1 to 2d
designate the queotio^^s as "chey aj_.peareJ in the ori^.inal
questionnaire, thus reading across the pa.^e v/e may see cne
resulL of each pupil's perfor..^nce o.. euch question. The
three col^JU-ms on the left smiL .arize the results of questions
ansv/erod correculy, incorrectly ansv/^red, or omitted, T
totals snowix at the bottom of tiie pa^e show sui-iiiiaries on
eacn q^'estion. Thus in Table I v/e see tnat Pupil #10
answered correctly questions 1, 10, 14, lo, 19, and 25
making a total of six correct answers; no questions were
incorrectly answered by Pupil # 10 so the nuaaber wron^ is
0, while 19 questions were OLiitted, Since all tne pupils
in tnis class of 22 answered question #1 the oocal for the
vortical column denoting question v/1 :^s 2'^, wnile cuq ootal
for tne coluiiin denotint^ the second question is 0 since no
pupil answered this question correctly.
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In order to make it sin^ler to read the graphic representations of the
distribution of the percentages of correct answers the original questionnaire
was raviaad according to the descending order of percentages of correct answers
given to each question by the i^iole group* A copy of the revised questionnaire
will be found in the appendix (p. 135 )• The sxmnary of percentages correct for
the entire group of 670 pupils in grades 6, 7, and 8 and for each grade separately
i^ich follower is arranged according to that revision:
Questions 6th 7th dth Total Gfroup
70 TO TO 70
2. mo is Adolph Hitler? 95 94 98 96
3, Explain C. C. C. 23 40 50 43
4-» Accumulation of savings and capital
tend to raise wages and the
standard of living
tend to depress wages and the
standard of living
has no effect on wages and the
standai^i of living 15 33 48 40
5» ^0 is John L» Lewis? 23 19 34 27
6* Explain W. P. A. 13 8 38 25
7. Name the two U. S. Senators from
your state. 8 & 37 24
8» .Vho is the Secretary of State? (U.S.) 2 15 31 23
9. iVho is Charles Evans Hughes? 2 $ 30 21
10. 'JHho is James Farley? 9 19 88 22
11. Explain C. I. 0. 8 0 83 17
12. Give the meaning of Social Security. 5 < 88 17
13. Explain T. V. A. 1 < 81 15

68 i
1
L4» GiTa the Meaning of Durt Bowl. 4
15. Give the laeaning of Soil Gonseirvation 2
Program.
16. NanB, if you can, one of the Senators 0
frora Virginia.
17. -^ixplfiUJi a balanced budget, 70
13» "Shat, in round numbers, is the 0
preaont debt of the IT. S.?
19. Gire the meaning of Court packing Pleus. 1
20» GiTS the meaning of re-annament , 6
21. GiT9f approximately, the price of 0
cash cotton.
22. 'flho is Anthony Eden? 0
23* One of the three great compromises in the 0
making of the U. S. Constitution was
24. Give, approximately, the tax rate in ^
your home.
25* Giro, approximately, the coat of ifcite 0
lead.
4 IS 14
4 17 11
0 IS 11
70 1Q 70
0 11 9
0 13 9
0 11 7
4 10 7
0 8 6
2 « 4
0 T 7
0 4 3
I
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Fig. ire 1
Percentage Distribution of Correct Answers
Roos-velt School, Keene, N. H#
Grade 6
\
c
II^iTii;KFRjiTi•iTIG;>IS CB' FIGURii 1
ROOSiiVjiLT SCHOOL
Grade 6
Q,uestion #1 (YTho is President of the U. S,?) vi&.s answered
by p.ll the children.
The ansv/ers to question #2 ('"ho is Adolph Hitler?) rere
clearly guesses as is evidenced by the fact that those rho at-
tempted to classify hir; as to occupation and there r;ere such
guesses as a miner, a farrner, and the like ,
(Question ^/S (ji;xplain G. G. G.) ras attempted only by those
could satisfactorily explain it.
(Question 7f4 (Accumulation of savings and capital tends to
raise, depress, or not effect rrages and the standard of living.)
'-/as largely unattem.pted but a fev; guessed that it tended to have
no effect.
'^^uestion ;v=5 (T.'ho is John teris?) ras attempted only by those
\^.'ho kner; him to be head of the G. I. 0.
There v/as almiost no attem.pt to answer question (lixplain
P. A.). lack of knoT/ledge is probablj?- due to not knov7ing
people rho have been employed by . P. A.
question ^yV (llame the tT.'o U. S. Senators from your state.)
and question trlO ("T.ho is Jam.es Fs.rley?) shored that all tiiree of
these T?ere unknorn to the group since there rere no attempts to
ansrer these
.
(Question jf8 (Zho is Secretary of State?) ras characterized
by guesses. The miost frequent guess ras John Nance Garner.
The naiTies of Hugo Black and Anthony ioden also occurred.
The fer guesses to question ^-9 (Tno is Gli8.rles .j,vans Hughes?
confused him rith the principal of another Keene school rhose
hame is Iluse It is interesting, horever, that children from
other Keene schools did not m,a.ke this error.
Prom the number rho ansrered question ;/ll (Explain C. I. 0.
re assum.e that they are acquainted rith laborers rho are interest
ed in the organization.
A fer attempts to answer question ,/12 (Give the m.eaning of
Social Security.) shored vagueness as to rhat social legislation
intends to do.
The distance these children live from, the areas concerned
probably accounts for the lack of interest shovrn in no knowledge
of the folloring; <^uestion #13 (iixplain T. V. A.); question -14
(Give the meaning of Lust Borl.); question ;.^15 (Give the m.eaning
The author acknor ledges appreciation to Professor rraiu: xtoberts
for this information.
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of Soil Conservation Program.); question ,t16 (Kariie one of the
Senators from Virginia.).
There v/as likev/ise no attempt to answer question ,7l7 (Ex-
plain a balanced budget.).
Guesses on question ttIS (Tlhat, in round numbers, is the total
debt of the U. S.?) ranged from a positive statement of no debt
at all to 4^5000. Iviany did not try this question.
There ras no attempt to answer question #20 (C-ive the meaning
of re-arm.ament . ) or question #22 (^'."ho is Anthony l>den?).
Distance from the cotton section accounts for failure to
answer question #21 (Give, approximately, the price of cash
cotton, j. Unfamiliarity v/ith the raw article is evidenced by
failure on the pe..rt of the fev; viho attempted it to even desig-
nate the unit by v,hich cotton is sold.
Evidently the compromises in the m.aking of the U. S,
Constitution had not been stressed for question ff23 (Give one
of the comnromises in the making of the U. S. Constitution.)
Y}B.s omitted by everyone ,
C^uestion #24 (Give the cost of vJhite lead per cwt
.
) vp.s
not attempted by anyone
.
Tv.'0 persons came vithin a dollar of the tax rate of Keene
.
Others r/ho tried did not even give a basis for the rate nor ras
the rate anywhere near the true figure
•
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Question #1 (V/no is President of tae U, S.?) was answered by
tne majority, A few inserted the name of Theodore Roosevelt, how-
ev3r, Tnis was probably due to carelessness, rather than ignorance.
About one sixth of the class imev/ Adolph Hitler as is shown in
answers to question #2 (Who is Adolph Hitler?), A fev/ were not sure
of iiis country. Others omitted the question.
About half of the class answere J question #3 (Explain C, C, C.)
satisfactorily, Otaers wno did not omit it explained it as a sum-
iiier recreational camp and gave the govermient no part in it.
Responses to question #4 (Accwjulation Ox caj-jital and savings
tends to raise, depress, or not effect the standard of living,)
shov/ed a tendency to guess, for checks were Liade on each of the
possible answers by some members of the class.
Ho attempt was made to answer question #5 (Who is Jolin Lewis?),
Question #6 (Explain W, P, A.) was answered by a small number.
The majority attex^pted tnis question but in most instances they
designated it as some one project with wnich they v/ere familiar.
In the case of question #7 (Name the tv;o senators from your
state,) a few named Senator Bridges, No guesses were made as to
who the OGher was.
Ho cibtemijG was made to answer question #8 (ViTlio is Secretary
Of State?)
,
To tne following questions there were no attempts to answer:
Question 7^9 (Who is Charles Evans Hughes)
Question #10 (Who is James Farley?)
Question ;/ll (Explain C, I, 0,)
Question #13 (Explain T. V, A,).
Question #14 (Give tae meaning of tne Dust Bowl)
QueGtior #15 (Give the meaning of Soil Conservation Program)
These w.-x-e clearly beyond the experience of ohe class,
Sev'iral atGei.-_.L.: . ..^usv/er Quescion ;,,-12 (Explain Social
Secux'ity,). Some thought of it only in terras of the number given
employees, and still others limited the concede to money given to
old people.
Question #17 (Explain a balanced budget)
tempted but a fev; thought of it as saving, or
bank.
was generally unat-
putting money in the
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No attempts were laade to ansv/er Gli:: i"oiiov/iiig questions:
Question #18 (^JThaL is uhe present ueo.. of the U. 3.?)
Question -;-19 (Jive the meaning of Court racking Plan)
Question ,;'20 (Give u.-e meaning of Re-armaraent
,
)
Question ,-21 (3-ive, a^riroximately, the price of cash cotton.)
Question ,-22 (^^no is j-..\^Aonj Eden?)
Question ,23 (Crive one of the <;;;reat comproiiises in the making of
the U. S. Constitution.)
Question ;f24 (Give, approxirnatelj, the tax rate in your ho^.^e.)
Question if2b (Give, approxii.iacely, 'Clig price of whi^e lead.)
(r
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INTERPRETATIONS OF FIGURE 3
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Grade 8
Question #1 (Who is President of the U. S.?), answered by
all the children, was clearly within their experience.
Answers to question #2 (V/ho is Adolph Hitler) showed that
Hitler's is a familiar name, but some identified him with Italy
instead of Germany,
In answering question #3 (Explain C. C. C, ) some acquaintance
with C, C. C, was shown by 31%, Others thought that it had to do
with camp life, but failed to show significance of the fact that
it is a government provision for work.
In almost every instance, question #4 (Accumulation of sav-
ings and capital tends to raise, depress, or have no effect on
wages and the standard of living, ) was either answered correctly
or omitted, probably showing the influence of the economic think-
ing industrial town in a section of the country economically con-
servative.
Question #5 (Vftio is John Lewis?) v/as usually either answered
correctly or omitted. It is significant that many more knew
that John L, Lewis was head of C,I,0, than knew what C.1,0, was.
To question #6 (Explain W,P.A,) there was some confusion
as to the significance. Many explained it as city employees,
thereby showing that they knew that it had to do with work.
To question #7 (Name the two U, S, Senators from your
state, ) answers showed that Senator Brown was unknown but a few
knew Senator bridges. Senator Brown does much less traveling
and speaking than Senator Bridges.
Less than half of the class answered question #8 (V/ho is
Secretary of State?); others confused Hull with Farley,
The answers to question #9 (Who is Charles Evans Hughes?)
were characterized by much guessing. Any person with whom they
were familiar whose last name was Hughes, occurred.
On question #10 (Who is James Parley?) a small per cent of
the whole knew him as postmaster-general. Probable acquaintance
with the name is shown by the fact that severed guessed him to
be Secretary of State or Senator from New Hampshire,
In question #11 (Explain CI.O,), C,I,0, was misunderstood
by many and they did not attempt answers.
Many attempts as to what Social Security actually is re-
vealed that many were very vague in their conception of it.
The number issued to individuals was considered by many as the
total significance.
(OikJ
On question #13 (Explain T. V. A.) they showed no know-
ledge of T, V« A., which one would judge to be due largely to
the distance they live away from Tennessee.
On question #14 (Give the meaning of Dust Bowl.) the
absence of an attempt to explain the Dust Bowl may likewise
be due to their distance away from the area concerned.
On question #15 (Give the meaning of Soil Conservation
Program, ) some answered correctly, but there is a probability
that they derived the answer from aknowledge of word meanings,
because of the similarity in expressing the answer "a good
government program to save soil." Other items in the section
may have suggested that it was a government plan.
Question #16 (Name one of the Senators from Virginia.)
was not attempted by anyone.
Question #17 (Explain a balanced budget.) was tried by
some members of the class and most of these showed that they
knew it had to do with money, for they suggested that it meant
saving.
Answers to question #18 (What, in round numbers, is the
total debt of the U. S.?) were few and usually a small figure
wi,s quoted.
Only one person answered satisfactorily question #19
(Give the meaning of Court Facking Plan,), The few others who
attempted it showed that they failed to relate the idea to the
L'. S, Supreme Court,
No attempts were made to answer question #20 (Give the
meaning of re-armament, ) and question #22 (Who is Anthony Eden?),
Question #21 (Give the price of cash cotton. ) was not
understood to refer to raw cotton, nor did the members of the
class who attempted show any uniformity as to their conception,
for some named the yard as the unit, while others failed to
show their unit. Prices were generally high.
Failure to attempt question #23 (Name one of the three
great compromises in the making of the U, S, Constitution.
;
suggests that this has not been taught.
To question #24 (Give the tax rate in your home.) one
student gave a reasonable answer, uthers gave answers vary-
ing from 1)2, Ou x.o %i300.00 with no basis for the rate.
The same person also gave the right answer to question
#25 (Give the cost of white lead,). No others attempted it.
Moody's Government and Municipals
Ansv/er given !ip32,00
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'^^uestion ^,-1 (';,ho is x'rasident of the U . S .? ) vas answered
by the vhole class, shor.'ing that it T7as T7ithin their experience,
jinswers to question ^f2 (^lio is Adol-nh Hitler?) shoned that
the class ha.d become av.'are by the publicity vhich Hitler re-
ceives that he is a dictator but he ras often associated T/ith
Italy
.
'Question #3 (Explain G. G. G.) r/as ansY?ered by 46/0. L'any
rho attempted to answer shov.'ed that they kner' tlie.t the letters
G. G. G. had to do v.lth camp life, but confused the camp pith
boy scout camps or summer camps •
On question ,7-4 (Accumulation of savings and capital tends
to raise, depress, or have no effect on vages and the standard
of living.) considerable guessing vi&.s evidenced by the variety
in answers and the supplying of the nam.e of the ns.me of the
President or of somie comm^odity instead of the check.
The answers to question ^5 (^.ho is John LeT'is?) sho"f"ed tliat
v'ith fe^ exceptions John L. Levis' office r;as either knorn or
that there vas so little knoivledge of him that the question ras
left blank. Of the three guesses, one confused him. with Joe
Louis, one thought him to be governor, and the other, a repre-
sentative •
FroFi the answers to question ~6 (Explain T , P, . ) it ^'as
apparent that with the m.ajority there was a very ne.rrow con-
ception of u, P. A. by many. From sane answers it is judged tliat
they were getting their ^hole conception from some project with
which they r-ere fam.iliar and therefore exDlained it as those
who construct buildings or roads. An ignoring of the fact that
it is a government agency was general am.ong those who gave un-
satisfactory answers
.
Question #7 (Name the two U. S. Senators from your state.)
showed that Bridges was known by more m.em.bers of the class tlian
Brown. Other naxnes appearing on the questionnaire were some-
times substituted and also the name of Justice Hugo Black ^'ho
was very much in the news because of his appointment to the
Supreme Court at the time the questionnaire was given.
The few attempts to answer question =^8 (^;ho is Secretary
of State?) showed that the; Secretary of State is generally un-
known to this -rnun, :,henever an attem.pt was made to answer,
either Bridges or I'arley was assigned to the office.
There was a lesser tendency to guess on question #9 (rho
is Charles jivans Hughes?) and those who did not know Ghp.rles
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Svans Hughes usxia.lly omitted the ansvjer.
Ansvers to question ^10 identifying James Farley shov/ed a
variety of guesses • The tendency to guess suggests that the name
T;as a familiar one. Guesses included a sena.tor, a representative.
Senator from. Virginia, end G. I. 0. leader.
Pev/er Imev? of question ,fll vhB.t G. I. 0. m.eant than knev:
that John L. Lev.'is headed the organization, iittem.pts to ajisv/er
revealed that the term v/as fam.iliar but the organization T;as us-
u©.lly merely considered a group of strikers •
A vagueness to the meaning of Social Security r/as shor/n by
answers to question if12 (Give the meaning of Social Security.).
Some Imev,' it related to an act but several thought it a secret
organization •
Question #13 (Explain T. V. A.) was generally not attem.pted .
The distejice these children live from Tennessee may account for
their lack of knowledge of T. V. A.
Likewise their distance from the Dust Bo:7l probably accounts
for failure on the nart of the maj ority to answer or attem.pt to
answer question (Give the meaning of Lust Bowl.),
The Imowledge the children had of soil conservation seemed
confused with its source, the radio, for many designated ques-
tion ffl5 (Give the m.eaning of Soil Conservation Program..) as a
radio program.
Distance from Virginia probably accounts for lack of interest
in the activities of even its prominent senator.
Omissions prevailed on question #17 (Explain a balanced bud-
get.) showing thp.t very few even understood the term balanced
budget. A few thought of it as money one owes.
Guesses on the national debt of the U. S. ranged from a
positive statemiont of no debt to nine billion dolls. rs . This
showed considerable guessing on question fflS (TThat, in round num-
bers, is the total U. S. debt?).
There was alm.ost no attempt to answer question jfl9 (Give the
m.eaning of Court Packing Plan) and this shows that the majority
probably did not imderstand the terminology.
Question
-;f20 (Give the meaning of re-armament.) was almost
generally omitted showing no knowledge of re-arm^.ment •
Question #21 (Give approximately the price of cash cotton.)
Question #22 (TTho is Anthony i/den?) was almost generally
omitted showing no knowledge of Anthony iiden.
{I
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•^^uestion f/l (Zho is i-resident of the U. S.?) ras rithin the
experience of the class and ans^'ered "by all the children.
Of the fe^.v riii stakes made by those attempting question ,/2
(TTho is Adolph Hitler?) the most frequent error '"as associating
him v/ith Italy, Almost half of the class identified him cor-
rectly .
Question jfS (Jixplain G. G. G.) ^'as often attem.pted but these
atten.pts shov.-ed that m.ost of the children rere vasrue in their ideas
abcut the pur-^ose of the camps or r;hose responsibility they "'ere.
On question ij-4 (Accurule tion of capital and savings •'-ends to
raise, depress, or h8.ve no effect on T.'ages and the standard of
living.) almost lialf of the students gave the correct ans^'er.
Some shored thay they did not understand the directions by
supplying the name of the President or in one instance that of
Fre.nc^s Perkins . Still others omitted the question, vhile a
feTT checked the rrong ans'.'er
.
There ras considerable guessing on question if5 (T.ho is John
Levis?) as is evidenced by such variety of ars^jers as a member
of the President's cabinet, a boxer (confusing him rith Joe louis),
or merely a striker. It T^ill be noted that G. I. 0. (^7-11) is not
very familiar so it is not unusue.l that they do not Imor; its head,
AnsT^ers to question ,r6 (Jixplain ' . P, a,) shor?ed that ^7, P, A.
v/as very greatly misunderstood, Som^e considered it a labor union.
The only thing about it -.'hich the m.ajority ^ho tried seem to be
sure of is ths.t it concerns vork.
^nsv:ers to question /fV (Name the tvo U. S. Senators from, your
state.) revealed that the m.ajority knov/ Senator Bridges rho re-
ceives much publicity because of constant speech-m.aking, but no
one kner Senator Brov-'n . The name of Hugo Black, ^'ho liad just
been appointed to the Supreme Court y;hen the test Tvas taken. T"as
often nam.ed as the second senator.
Question j^Q (T:ho is Secretary of State?) \7as generally
unattempted, but several offered the name of Frp.nces Perkins •
Fev? likerise ansT;ered correctly question fr9 (^.ho is Charles
iivans hughes?) and there again we have a public official rhose
name m.ust Imve been fam.illar enough for the class to think they
kner; rho he ras
. He ras referred to as a senator or a p;overnor
most frequently by those rho ^/ere not sure .
The large num.ber attempting to ansrer question rf 10 (-ho
is James Farley?) probably denoted that the nam.e ras a familiar
one althoufj-li the percent rho ansrered it '"as sm.all
. He -'as
usually designated as a li . S. Senator.
r
Failure on the part of the majority to ansT;er question f^ll
(Explain C. I. 0.) shoTrs that the organization is not rell knoTTn
in th i s c oriirnun ity .
Ansv^ers to question ^12 (Give the meaning of Social Sec^arit^r
disclosed, such vague ideas as the numbers of the cards or parties
A verj small percent gave any credit to the goveiTmient for having
anything to do r-ith it •
Listance from Tennessee probably accounts for the failuj^e of
the majority to attempt to answer question r,-15 (Explain T, V. A.)
Likev'ise distance from, the area concerned probably;' accounts
for failure on question ^"14 (Give the m.eaning of Dust Borl.) to
locate or explain its meaning.
There is probability th^t miany vho answered correctly ques-
tion #15 (Give the m.eaning of Soil Conservation Frogr9.m. . ) derived
their ans'.-rers from, a m.eaning of rords . Other itemis in section B
of the original questionnaire m.ay have suggested the part the
Gov ernme nt pla yed ,
Their distance from Virginia m.ay account for the lack of
attention to the State's Senators as is evidenced by failure
to ansT'er or in m.ost cases to even attem.pt to ansrer question
,flG (llam.e, if you can, one of the senators from^ Virginia.).
Ansrers to question 7/I7 (Explain a balanced budget.)
shored thay many had the idea tliB.t it had to do rith m^oney
but vere not other"^.'ise sure of the m.eaning.
The m.ajority did not atter.pt to ansrer question 7^18 (".hat,
in round nUimbers, is the total debt of the U. S.?). Those rho
ansrered shored a ride range of guesses .
A fer explained question #19 (rhat is the meaning of Court
Packing Plan?) acceptably. The majority did not attempt to
ansrer
,
There rere fev; attem-^its to ansrer question :f20 (Give the
meaning of re-armam.ent
.
) •
Having no experience rith rar cotton no attemipt ras race to
ansrer question .y21 (TJlmt is the price of cash cotton?). They
live so far from, the sections ' here it is raised.
Question ^--22 (T.ho is Anthony Eden?) shored that the only
attem.pt to ansv/er cam.e from, one rho kner definitely rhat Aden's
position v-as . The mme ras probably unfamiliar to the rest of
the class .
iividently the comtpromises in che making of the U.S. Consti-
tution ^ere not stressed for no one knev; question n=23 (Give one
((
I
{
of the great compromises in the m.aking of the U. S, Constitution
^.hen an attempt vas made the Lissouri Gomprom.ise ras nam.ed, but
this v/as not frequent .
'..hile no one answered correctly question .-.-24 (Give the cost
of T/hite lead.) several guessed figut?es of from. $1«50 to $3.00,
These lor; figures rere indicative of mere guessing.
No one cou.ld ansv;er question #25 (Give, approximately, the
tax rate in your home.) and almost no attempts vere m_ade at
ansv:ering •
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Question #1 (Who is President of the U. S.?) was answered
correctly by all except one member who gave Eleanor Roosevelt
as the name,
Unfamiliarity with the name v/as shown in the failure of the
majority to attempt to answer question #2 (Yfno is Adolph Hitler?).
In a few instances he was confused with mussolini.
Question #3 (Explain C, C. C) was in several instances
confused with summer recreational camps.
The variety in the items checked in question #4 (Accumula-
tion of savings and capital tends to raise, depress, or not ef-
fect wa^jes and the standard of living,) indicated guessing.
No attempts were made to ansv/er question #5 {\'{h.o is John
Lewis?), This was consistent with the fact tb_at no one knew what
C. I, 0, is,
Faili-ire to answer question #6 (Explain W, P, A,) v/as due lar.^
ly to a concious effort to fit in words for v/nich those letters
'might stand, rather than thinking in terms of the real signifi-
cance.
Question #7 (Name the two U, S, Se nators from your state,)
was largely unanswered. In each case the senator mentioned v/as
Senator Bridges,
Only one person could answer question ./S (Mio is Secretary
of State?), Only a fev/ attempted to answer.
The names of the Chief Justice and the Postmaster General
were unfamiliar for there were no attempts to answer questions
7^9 and ;/10.
There was likewise no attempt to ansv/er question y/11 (Ex-
lain C, I, 0,), V/nile the organization is known to some children
of this town probably due to the section or to the a^^e of the
children there was little interest.
Question #12 (Give the meaning of Social Security.) showed
a few guesses while only one had a clear enough conception of
the reference.
No one attempted questions #15 (Explain T, V, A.), #14(Give the meaning of oust Sowl), #15 (Give the meaning of SoilConservation Program,), and #16 (Name one of the senators fromVirginia,) Because of fallui^e to attempt other questions not
(
of sectional interest v/e doubt that failure aere is due altogether
to distance from the areas concerned, thou-^h it is probably a
factor.
No attempt was made uo answer question #17 (Explain a balanced
budget, )
•
Several guesses v/ere made on question #18 (What, in roujid num-
bers, is the total IT, S, debt?). These were such low figures that
they could not be attributed to teaching that had not been kept up
to date.
Failure to attempt answers to the following showed utter uji-
familiarity
:
Question y)^19 (j-ive the meaning of Court Packing Plan.)
Question #20 ( ^ive the meaning of re-arinajnent ,
)
Question #21 (Give, approxii.iately, the price of cash cotton.)
Question #22 (vVho is Anthony Eden?)
Question #2o (3-ive one of the three great compromises in the mak-
ing of the U. S. Constitution.)
Question
-ir24 (J-ive the cost of white lead per cwt.)
Question #25 (3-ive, approxir.iately, the tax rate in your home.)
1
Keene, N. H.
c
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Question jfl (\,ho is President of the U. S.?) ras T.'ithin the
experience of the class and v/as ansv;ered by all.
Ansvers to question #2 (TTLio is ^dolph Kitler?) shored 44^
rere able to identify Hitler . Of the other trials the most
common error v;as confusion ;7ith Lussolini or in definiteness in
sim.ply classifying him as a ruler.
Other than 4:0% vho ansT.'ered question ^5 (Explain C. G. G.)
correctly there Fere few Yfn.o ventured an attempt.
On question #4 (Accum.ulation of savings and capital tends to
raise r/ages sxid the str.ndard of living, tends to depress or has
no effect on it.) sore took advantage of the checking to guess
but there v'as no tendency to check the sam.e v/rong answer.
There Y;as little guessing on question #5 (T'ho is John Le"'is?)
by those r.-ho did not knov/ John L. Levis. The percentage v;ho kner
his connections v;ith the G. I. 0. far exceeded those rho could
explain T'hat G. I. 0. was.
The ans7;er to question fr'G (i^xplain \. , T, a*) shov?ed that
other than the Z2% vho could satisfactorily explain '.7. P. A.
the most comjnon error r-'as to designate the v.'orkers as city
employees. This may be due to the type of rork they may have
seen done in their communities.
Ansv;ers to question ^-7 (I^ame the tv.'o U. S. Senators from, your
state.) shored the State Senators to be not rell knorn. Of the
tro Senator Lodge ^--as usually the one m.entioned.
Other than the 2d/o T;ho kner; the Secretary of State there
ras little guessing on question ifQ (-'ho is Secretary of State?)
so many v/ere probably unfamiliar rith the name.
Answers to question :f9 (Yiho is Ch-arles Evans Hughes) revealed
th^.t the Chief Justice is rot so veil knoT;n by the group and ras
usua.llly classified as a governor or senator.
On question jflO (r;ho is Jamies Parley?) there v/ere many om^issions
but those rho atteii'pted to ansver generally connected Pr-.rley in some
ray rith politics as is evidenced by the fact that he 'vas referred
to sometimes as seeking the office of governor or as a senator.
A very small percent ansrered question ;fll (Explain G. I. 0.)
correctly. Others rho attem.ioted to ansv.'er usiially identified the
G. I. 0. rith a band of communists.
Question #12 (Explain Social Security.) revealed considerable
confusion, some thinking of Social Security as som.e form of philan-
tliropy
.
rc
r
The failure to atter;iijt an ansv/er to question #13 (Explain
T, V, A.) may be based on lack ox icnov/ledge of T, V, A, due to
the distance from Tennessee,
Distance from the area concerned probably acco-jiits for the
fact that only those v/ho ansv/ered correctly assumed that they had
sufficient knov/ledge of the Dust Bowl to atteinpt to answer ques-
tion 7^14 (3ive the meaning of Dust Bowl,),
For the most part, those v/no atte:..p"cea answers uo question
#15 (G-ive the meaning of Soil Conservation Program,) resorted onl
to a rearrangement of the wording.
Distance away from. Virginia may have accounted for lack of
knov/ledge of her Senators as shovm by the answers to question
#16 (Name one Senator from Virginia,),
From tne incorrect answers to question #17 (Explain a balanc
budget,), there was apparent the fact that it was concerned with
money.
No conception of what the U, S. debt is was snown by failure
of many to attempt to answer the question #18 (What, in round num-
bers, is the total TJ, S, debt?); the nearest figure among those
who tried being one billion dollars.
Answers to question #19 (G-ive the meaning of Court Packing
Plan,) consisted largely of rearranging wording.
There was almost no attei.ipt to answer in question #20 (Ex-
plain re -armament ,) , The same was tru.e of the seventh grade of
the same school.
The few attempts to answer question #21 ('Cive, approximately
the price of cash cotton,) showed not even knowledge of the unit
by which cotton is sold. This shows the influence of distance
from the area in waica cotton is grown,
-Failure to ansv/er or attempt to answer question #22 (Wno is
Anthony Eden?) shov/ed utter ujifamiliarity with his name.
Evidently the compromises in the making of the U. S, Consti-
tution had not received much stress since question #23 (Give one
of the three great compromises in the makin,.; of the U, S, Consti-
tution,) was generally unattempted.
Question #24 (Give the cost of white lead) was generally
omitted, due most likely to the fact that tney have had no ex-
perience with the raw product.
Question #25 (Give, approximately, the tax rate in your
home,) was generally omitted or such a low figure given that it
was clear that they were guessing.
(to'
r
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question ^fl (TTho is President of the U . S ,? ) v/as answered
by all Tiiembers of the class .
7;hile less than one-fourth ansv^ered question Tf2 (T'ho is
Adolph Hitler?) correctly, several others erred in identif3ring
him TTith Italy .
Kost of the class did not- atterr.T't to ans"^?er question #5
(Explain G. C. G.). Those rrio did venture to offer an answer
shoved that they knev; that it vas a camp, but had no idea* of
its purpose
.
That question ir"4 (Accurrulation of capital end savings tends
to raise, depress, or not effect ve.ges ejid the standard of living.
"Was largely r.is understood is evidenced by the fact that several
inserted the n8.me of the President instead of the check v^hich vas
directed
.
A fevj members of the class rere able to ansrer question
i^Jho is Jolin LeT/is?). A fer others confused him with the rorid's
heavyv/eight champion, Joe louis •
A limited knov;ledge of the significance of ' . P. A. was
shoT'n by the large number ansrering question :7-6 (Explain ^, F, A,
in the light of some project they ha.d undoubtedly seen such" as
"m.en v;ho rork on roads" or "people v;ho T7ork for the city,"
The percentage trying question #7 (Name the tvo U. S.
Senators from, your State.) V2as small. Here again the nam.e of
Senator Lodge proved to be the better knoT/n of the tr;o.
The large number of omissions to question #8 (T.'ho is
Secretary of State?) indicated that Secret?.ry Hull is not V7ell
knorn to the group, A few offered the nam.e of i^^'.rley and Hughes,
Other questions appearing on the form seemiOd to hje.ve sug-
gested ansv,'ers to question #9 (V'ho is Charles ^vans Hughes?)
for he T.'as referred to as a Senator from I,:assachusetts7 Sena.tor
from. Virginia, or as Secretary of State. A fer called him. an
author
.
Question 7^10 (TTlio is Jamies Parley?) vas charact arized by
m.uch guessing. That he vas a political figure seemed to be
rell knovn for he ras referred to as a senator, a Supreme
Court Justice, and as Attorney General, as veil as Postmaster
General by a very sm.all num.ber.
There ras very little attem.pt to ansrer question #11
(Explain C, I. C.) even by the fev vho knev; Jolin Levis' as its
head
,
No one attem.pted to explain question
,,= 12 (Give the riCaning

of Social Security.) or question #13 (Give the ir.eaning of T . V. A.
Several members attempted to ansT/er question (Give the
meaning of Lust 3ov/l,) and question vfl5 (Give the meaning of
Soil Conservation Program.) by merely che.nging the order of the
vording
.
Those members of the class rho explained Ghs.rles Iilvans
Hughes as Senator from Virginia also ansvjered question frl6
(llamie one of the Senators from Virginia.) in the sane manner.
It T'as le.rgely om.itted.
Question yflV (explain a balanced budget.) proved that the
majority of those vho tried thought it had to do rith savings.
llany guesses rere made as to the extent of the national
debt, question #18 (^lia.t, in round nujiibers, is the total debt
of the U. S.?). They v;ere all much too lov^, no one naming a
figure even as high as one billion dollars .
Oraissions indicated that the terms used in question #19
(Give the meaning of Court Packing Plan.) rere unfamiliar.
Q^uestion #20 (Give the meaning of re-armament) v:b.s us-
U8.11y unattem.pted, as 7?as question #22 ("'ho is Anthony Eden?).
The fev7 rho attempted to ansv.-er question #21 (Y'hat is the
price of cash cotton?) attempted to quote prices on a bale and
these shoved unfam.iliarity even rith the size of the bale, for
prices as lov; as v3 .00 rere stated.
iividently the compromises to the Constitution liad not been
taught in this cla.ss for there ras no attemipt to ansrer question
#23 (Give one of the great com.promises in the m.aking of the U. S.
Constitution
. ) .
There rere no attemipts to answer question #24 (Give the cost
of lead per crt
.
) or question #25 (What is ai^proximate ly the tax
rate in your home?).
(r
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IlITjiRPFLbTATIOiiS OF FIGURii 9
t:al?ol>; school
Grade 7
Question „-! (T;1io is President of the U. S •? ) ras ansv?ered Idj
everyone in the class •
Answers to question ;v-2 (V'ho is ..dolph Hitler?) proved tli8.t he
v;as fairly re 11 knovm to the group, A fer.' thought him to be cn
Italian ,
Confusion rith summer cr.mps v.'as sho^^n by replies to question
#3 (Sxplain G. G. G.). Most of the class failed to give any credit
to the government for these cam.ps, nor did they appreciate the fact
that they are open the year round
•
Question #4 (Accum.ulati on of savings and capital tend to raise,
depress, or not effect the standard of living.) ras either correctly
ans^vered or omitted.
A fev7 answered question ^"5 O.Vho is Johjri Leris?) but othervjise
it T;as largely omitted. Note: Llore rjere able to tell rho JohJi
Leris T"as than v/ere able to explain G. I. O,
Several m^emibers of the class attempted unsuccessfully to answer
question # G (Explain . P. A.). The answers shoT^fed, horever, th^t
they failed to understand the significance, but thought of it as
som.e particular job in v'hich they he.d seen men engaged.
Question #7 (llam.e the tro U. S. Senators from your state.) ras
almost generally unattem.pted ,
Som:e knev; Secretary PIull's office as was shown bv answers to
question 7i'8 (T ho is Secretary of State?) but several others ascribed
the offic^ to Farley or >inthony ^den . This was clearly the influence
of suggestion from questions jrl8 and ;/19 of the original questionnaire.
The attempts to answer question ;/9 (T.'ho is Cha.rles j/Vans Ilughes?)
exhibited several guesses suggested by other questions in the ques-
tionnaire •
Question y/lO C'.lio is Jam.es i-arley? ) received such answers as a
senator or senator from Virginia as well as the correct answer.
These showed that they associated the namie "'1th a political figure.
Practically no attempt ras m.ade to ejiswer question .rll (Ex-
plain G. I. 0.) or question ;fl2 (Give the meaning of Social Security,).
Llstance probably accounts for the inability of the majority to
answer question #13 (Exple.in T. U. A.), question #14 (Give the mean-
ing of the Lust Bowl.), question frl5 (Give the m:eo.ning of Soil Con-
servation Prorram.), and question #16 (llame one of the Senp.tors
from Virginia.). In m.ost instances no attempts rere m.ade.
t
Prom the ansv7ers to question #17 (lixplain a balanced budget.) it
T?as evident that many of the class realized that it had to do rith
money, but thought of balancing as saving,
IJo conception of the na.tional debt V7as shovrn by the attempts to
ansrer question fflQ (Y'hat, in round numbers, is the total U, S. debt?
Question #19 (Give the meaning of Court Packing Plan.) and ques-
tion #20 (Give the meaning of re-armament.) rere omitted by everybody
Various fig^ores v^ere quoted in question #21 (Give, approximately
the price of cash cotton.) but no unit of m.easure y'e.s stated for a
basis. (-2.00 ve.s one of the common figures.
Q^uestion 7/--22 (Tiho is Anthony Eden?) Y;as usually unattempted, but
a fev designated very vaguely as "a cabinet member.*^'
Evidently the comprom.i.sss in the m.eiiing of the U. S. Constitu-
tion h_8.d not received much stress for only one person ansTvered cor-
rectly question f/--23 (Give one of the great com.prom.ises in the m.aking
of the U. S. Constitution.).
i'o attempts vers made to ansv?er question #24 (Give the cost cf
Phite lead per crt . ) .
Figures quoted in question #25 (Give, approximately, the tax
rate in your home.) suggested for the rnost nart am.ounts rhich may
or may not have been an individual's taxes on a hom.e, but paid no
attention to rate. I.:ore theji half the class omiitted this question.
*t
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INTH;RPRi:.Ti\TiOiIS OF FIGURE 10
"ALPOLb SCHOOL
Grade 8
Question #1 (".'ho is President of the u. S.?) T7as ans^'^ered
by all the class .
Question #2 (Y.ho is Adolph Hitler?) shor;ed that the majority
v:ere familiar v.'ith the German leader.
It is significant that most of tlis class tried and m.any suc-
ceeded in ens'.'ering question (lixplain C. G. C.) r;hile the 7th
grade of the sarnie school confused it vith summ.er camDs for boys .
Some guessing v;as evidenced by the variety of answers to
question #4 (Accumulation of savings and capit8.1 tends to raise,
depress, or not effect v/ages and capital,). i,:ore than half the
class ans'.'ered it correctly, horever
.
AnsTjers to question rr"5 ('-ho is Jolin Leris?) shored that he
r.'as knoT?n by most of the class. Others failed to try to ansv.'er
the question.
Ans'-:ers to question 7f6 (i;xplain Y. . P. >i , ) shov/ed that the
majority T7ere able to explain it satisfactorily, rhile most of
the others explained it as some tyoe of "'ork which they 'oE.d
probably seen as a . P. A. project, as "beautifying parks,"
or "imiproving streets ."
V'hile not very \7ell informed on their State Senators as
ansTjers to question ^1 (Name the two U. S. Senators from your
State.) shov/ed, there was a decided majority naming Senator
Lodge .
About one third cf the class could answer question #8
(Who is Secretary of State?). Others supplied the names of
Gamer end Hugo Black.
Not so well known to the group was question ffQ (':.ho is
Charles x^vejis Hughes?) and he was often designated as an
aviator
.
Most of the class attem.pted question ?flO (T.ho is James
Farley?). Besides those who named him. as Postmaster General
some also kne^'^ him. as Clmimiejn of the Lemocratic National
Com.mittee . Others designated him as a senator or a Supreme
Court Justice, showing timt they had at least heard the name
enough to think themselves familiar with it.
I OVQ of the students had some ideas about the activities
of the G. I. 0. than is apparent in the num.ber of correct
answers to question jfll (lixplain C. I. 0.). Typical of these
are such replies as "People who won't join the A . F. of L,"
and "People who start strikes ."
» •
t
Likev/ise several viho attempted question #12 (Give the meaning
of Social Security dismissed it as "?ensions ." The shov;ing on
this question vas creditable, hor.'ever.
In spite of the lack of interest v'hich m.ight liave been ex-
pected in projects vhich do not affect their ovn irrjnediate sec-
tion re find several successful attempts to ansver question
j^l3 (explain T . V. A.), question ;fl4 (Give the m.eaning of I^ust
BoT.'l), and question fflE> (Give the m.eaning of Soil Conservation
Program. •
)
There T'as on the other hand no attem.pt to ansT7er question
#16 (Nam.e one of the senators from Virginia.)
Ansv'ers to question rrlV (Explain a balanced budget.) re-
vealed that most of the class knev; th8.t budget had somLething
to do T'ith incom.e but many explained it as an incom.e ^-'hich
permitted one to save money.
The class seemed to realize its inability to answer
question n^-lS (V.hat, in round numbers, is the total debt of the
U, S .? ) for feT' attem.pts v/ere m.ade
.
In ansrering question frl9 (Give the meaning of Court Pack-
ing Plan.) there were fev; vho connected it v/ith^'the U. S. Suprem.e
Court . Som.e merely chenged the order of the v:ords thereby fail-
ing to sho?' that they understood at all.
Other theji those rho could satisfac tori"^ y answer question
#20 (Give the meaning of re-artramient . ) there rere no trials.
The fer; attempts to ans'ver question ,y21 (Give, approxiiiiate-
ly, the price of cash cotton.)
Failure to attem.pt to e.nsYier question jf22 (Vho is Anthony
iiden? ) indicated lack of familiarity rith riis name.
i^ecause a fev people could ansner question ;/25 (Give one
of the three great c om:prom.ises in the m.aking of the U . S.
Constitution .7 it is apparent that they must he.ve been taught,
but probably not stressed sLiff iciently to im.press the majority.
Mo attemp v.^as m.ade to ans^-er question n--24 (Give the cost
of rhite lead per crt.)
Several ansr^ers to question ^2b (^ive apnroxir:Rt ely the tax
rate in your hon'>e . ) shoved that the question vt.s not understood
for the majorit:/ thought of rate per ^^erson instead of as vlOOO
valuation of nronerty.
ic
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INTjiRPRiiTATIOKS OF FIGURE 11
NORTH SGIiOOL
Grade 7
Question jfl (ITio is President of the United States?) T?as
ansT/ered correctly by all the class.
Question ;/2 C.ho is ndolDh Hitler?) shored that 4:Zfj viere
able to identify Hitler. Of the other trials the ir.ost common
error is confusing him rith I.-ussolini,
Ansv/ers to question #3 (Explain G. G. G.) either indicated
that the majority of the members kner; so little about G. G. G.
that they v.'0uld not venture to answer or thought of them, as
soldiers. This may be attributed to the fact that some of themi
riiay have seen some of the boys in uniformis or they m.ay have seen
pictures, or "oerhaps have heard the corps referred to as an army.
On question rr^ (i^ccurnulat ion of savings and capital tends to
raise, depress, or not effect vjages and the standard of living.)
the children gave very fe?/ nrong ansv:ers . This shov/ed that they
judged themselves insiiff ic iently informed to venture a guess •
On question ^-"5 (T'ho is Johji lavis?) almost no guesses rere
made. The m.ajority did not knov: Jolin L. Levis.
Answers to question ,j-6 (Explain r. p. A.) indicated that
man^'' kner tliat there via.s some relation to T^-ork but the most com-
m.on error v.'as en indication that m.embers of the class considered
v;. p. A. as a corporation for which men work.
On question ffV (Name the two United States Senators from
your state.) there was little guessing. Senator lodge was the
better Imown of the two.
The large niunber of omissions to question I'fS ('"ho is
Secretary of State?) showed that Secretary Hull is generally
unknown •
•Question ff9 (V:ho is Gharles Evans Hughes?) showed that
Chief Justice Hughes was little known. A few who did not om.lt
the question guessed him. to be either a Senator or especially a
Senator from. Virginia.
Question ;-,-10 (V.ho is Jam.es Farley?) showed that Farley's
name was evidently well-known; but there was uncertainty as to
what his job was. The most popular guess was that he was a
Senator
.
There were practically no attempts to answer question f<^ll
(Explain C. I. 0.) even on the part of the small nuinber who knew
who Jolin Lewis was its head .
rr
n
hile about loyj could satisfactorily explain question ^12
(Give the meaning of social Security.) others drei: on their ex-
perience for a definition and explained it as ha.ving to do T7ith
parties .
jjus probably to the distar.ce from Tennessee is the failure
to attem.pt an ansvjer on question rrl^ (iixplain T. V. A.)
L'istance from, the L.ree. concerned also probably accounts for
failure on question #14 (Give the m.eaning of Lust 3orl,) to lo-
cate or explain x-ust Bov.'l,
On question j^-15 (Give the meaning of Soil Conservation Pro-
gram.) those vho answered apparently dre"n on their Imovledge of
T'ord m.eanings for their answer.
The usual incorrect ansver to question s=-16 (ilame one of the
Senators from Virginia.) v;as Hugo Black, ^it the time the ques-
tionnaire ras filled he v.'as very m.uch in the nev-s because of his
appointment to the Suprem.e Goui't.
On question #17 (lixplain a balanced budget.) somie shotted
the ability to explain from, their knov7ledge of the m.eaning of
^•ords •
Ho conception of vhat the United States' debt is ras shorn
by ansrers to question jfl6 (V.^liat, in round nurt:bers, is the total
debt of the U. S.?) the nearest being three billion dollars.
Ansvjers to question 7/19 (Give the mepning of Court Packing
Plan.) shov;ed no knowledge of the Court Packing Flan and instead
of venturing an ansvjer or explanation m.any merely rearranged the
Tording .
There r.'as about no attempt to ansv?er question ^20 (Give
the meaning of re-arr^aiiieno , )
.
It ras interesting to note tliat so far av;ay from the cot-
ton section one student ras able to ansvjer question #21 (Give,
approxim.ately, the price of cash cotton,) Otherwise it ??as
generally omitted .
F'ailure to attempt to ansver question if22 (Hio is Anthony
Eden?) shov/ed utter unfamiliarity rith iinthony Eden.
Evidently the compromises in the m.aking of the U. S.
Constitution had not received much stress, for question #23
(Give one of the three great compromises in the makinr, of the
U. S. Constitution.) v/as generally omitted.
v^uestion ;.j24 (Give the cost of vhite lead.) was generally
omitted ,
(question 7;--25 (Give, approxim.ately, the ta;; r;\te in your
home.) v/as generally omitted or a very lov? figure given.
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Q,uestion ifl (rho is President of the U. S .? ) ras ansrered all
except one v.'ho erred by saying Theodore Roosevelt.
The German dictator is knov;n by the majority as ans7;ers to ques-
tion
,f2 (^ho is Adolph Hitler?) indicate. Others attempted the ques-
tion but failed to identify him v.-ith the proper country.
Question rfS (jixplain C. G. G.) ^as answered correctly by the
majority. J.iost of those v;ho failed to answer satisfactorily failed
because*^ of limited knowledge of 'rThat the camps really do or by giv-
ing such vague replys as "those viho help their country.
question ,/4 (Accumiulati on of savings and capital tends to raise,
depress, or have no effect on v/ages and the standaM of living.) ras
usua.lly either ansrered correctly or omitted. This probably shor'ed
that those rho did not knoTj judged themselves incape.ble of guessing.
There v/ere many guesses on question jfd (TTio is John LeT7is?) by
those v:ho did not ans-wer correctly. He v;as often confused rith Joe
Icuis, or he vie.s dismissed as a striker or a comm.unist. These latter
tTJO answers shoved tlmt these students Ime^" something of his con-
nections v;ith labor movements although they rere vague as to the re-
lationship •
rhile many ans\7ered question ff6 (Explain \., P. ») satisfactori-
ly, others shored that they kne^v it liad to do -ith rork by explaining
it as some type of job in v/hich thev had seen men participate, the
most com.mon of v.-hich "as "r/orking roads."
Answers to question #-7 (Kame the tv.'o U. 3. Senators from your
state.) revealed that here again Sen8.tor Bridges uas the name us-
ually given. Guesses as to •."ho the other senator is rere common,
especially among those who knew Senator Bridges . Very frequently
the guess was former Senator luoses •
Few people answered correctly question TfQ (I'ho is Secretary of
State?), The majority recognized their inability to answer by not
attempting it, but others substituted the names of Garner and Farley,
^ile answers to question ,r9 (rho is Gh^.rles uiA'ans Hughes?)
showed that more tlmn half the class knew him, there seemed to
Irnve been confusion on tjie part of m.any others who confused him
with writing, (Probably confusion with Rupert Hughes.).
Question #10 (Vno is James Farley?) was attempted by many who
were vague as to what his position really is. These attempts showed
th8.t Parley was known as a political figure since many designated
him to some other cabinet office or nam.ed him as a senator. In a few
instances he was called a mail-carrier.
rr
r
C^uestion (iixplain G. I. 0.) v.as usually unattempted by those
TJho could not satisfactorily explain. That probably represented
those r:ho li8.d come ixito contact Tvith those T;ho are interested in the
organization.
The majority either omitted or gave vague answers to question
#12 (Give the meaning of Social Security.), ^:any got no further
than an idea that it '.'.'as something to help people.
Distance av/ay from the area imm.ediately concerned probably
accoLints for the lack of IcnovJledge exhibited by the fev; attem.pts
to ansT?er question -,-,-1^^ (^ixplain T. V. A.), question .,'14: (Give the
meaning of the Lust Bo\7l.), and question #15 (Give the meaning of
Soil Conservation Program.).
C^uestion wlS (Name one of the Senators from Virginia.) '"as un-
attempted by all except the tT;o v.'ho answered correctly. In both
instr-.nces Senator Byrd vas named, although Senator Glass is proba-
bly more prominent, dissociation T^ith his brother, Adm.iral Byi-xi,
probably accounts for the fact that he V7as rem.embered by these tro,
Kany attem.pted to answer question if 17 (Explain a balanced budget,
merely by changing the order of the v/ord.s .
lilany unsuccessful attempts v/ere made to answer question #18
(Give, in round numbers, the total Tl, S. debt.). .!. 1* 000, 000, 000 ras
the m.ost frequent guess, but there rere many lesser figures quoted.
Poor reading of the question viv.s resnonsible for s csr.e of the
failure to ansrer question ,/19 (Give the mzeaning of the Court Pack-
ing Plan.). Some thought it had something to do vjith parking reg-
ulations •
There ras little attempt to answer question n^20 (Give the mean-
ing of re-armament,),
Distance from the cotton area accounts for the wild gues^ses or
omissions to question #21 (Hlmt is the price of cash cotton?).
There v;as almost no attempt to answer question ^^22 (Y.'ho is
Anthony Eden? ) .
A few students were able to answer question #25 (Give one of
the great compromises to the U, S, Constitution,), This shows that
they Imve probably been referred to, though not stressed as im.portant
Others confused it with causes for settling America.
Question ;7-24 (Give the cost of wliite lead per cwt
.
) v.as usually
unanswered
.
Question #25 (""hat is the tax rate in your home?) "as known by
one person and generally omitted by the others ,
cr
c
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Grade 8
Thile riiost of the class answered question #1 (""ho is President
of the U. S.?), a fev/ erred by naming Theodore Roosevelt.
.
C.uestion ff^ (Y.ho is ^.dolph Hitler?) ras attempted b^- about one
half of the class. The commonest errors ?;ere associating him vith
Italy or calling him a comm.unist.
^lile alm.ost one third of the class ansvjered correctly question
#3 (Explain C. G. G.), there rere mt8.ny more ansr/ers rhich shored a
vague idea that it had to do vdth some sort of cam.p •
Gonsiderable guessing on question #4 (Accur.iulation of savings
and capital tends to raise, depress, or not effect ra^es and the
standard of living.) v/as evidenced in the amount of erasing and
the supplying of the President's nam.e in one or all blanks^instead
of the check.
Answers to question #5 {T.ho is John Leris?) shotred little
guessing as f er attempts rere made b^'- those vho did not knor . A
fer others designated him as a mj3.n rho is a corjiiunist, or confused
him T^ith Joe Louis •
I'ost of the class attempted to ans?7er question #6 (Explain
TJ.T. A.). The mistake T;as som.etimes m.ade in trying to find T^ords
to fit the letters. This resulted in such a designation as ^"elfare
Public Association. Others explained in the light of particular
projects like road building.
Of the senators named in question ;/7 (Kame the t^o U , S.
Senators from your state.), the m^ost frequent mention ras made of
Senator Josiah Bailey. In several instances the names of state
representatives rere given.
The fev attempts to ans" er question #8 (rho is Secretary of
State?) showed that Secretary Hull is generally unknorn
. The
nam.es of Farley and Garner were comm.only used.
Question 7/--9 (nho is Gharles .'j/V&ns -lughes?) vas generally
attei.ipted, but his name ras confused vrith a Hughes of llerbern,
"orth Garolina, rho ras highly publicized in this section be-
cause of the birth of a child rhen he ras 96 years old.
Giuestion #10 (Vho is Jam.es Fe.rley? ) ras either ansrvered cor-
rectly or generally unattempted .
Tliere rere practically no attem.nts to answer question ^-^11
(iixplaln C. I. 0.). The fact that these children live in an
agricultural section may explain this fact. It is interesting,
horever, that more of them knor that John Lewis is head of G. I. 0.
than Imer rh^t G. I. 0. is.
rri
T
i
Pev? could explain question #12 (Give the meaning of Social
Security.). Tlie nurriber issued to employees seemed to be the
paramount thing in fhe m.inds of most of them,
Hot many attem^pted to ansrer question ;/15 (Explain T. V. A.),
Their distance from the area concerned may account for the
failure of most of the class to attem^Dt an ansver to question #14
(Give the m.eaning of Dust Bor;l.) or the mere juggling of rords in
question #15 (Give the meaning of Soil Conservation Program..).
In question #16 (llame one senator from Virginia.) the nam.e of
the governor of Virginia was sometimes given, but the question ras
largely omitted, i/ach of those answering gave the nam.e of Senator
Byrd .
The fact th8.t budget had to do rith money vb.s evident from
ansY/ers to question #17 (Explain a balanced budget.), but they
Y.'ere very confused about rhat balanced meant and m.ost of them
attempted to explain it in term.s of themselves •
There viere fexi attempts to ansv'er question #18 (Give the
meaning of Court Packing Plan . ) .
The guesses to question #19 (T'hat, in round numbers, is the
total U. S. debt?) shov/ed a vide ro.nge, but none reached even the
billion mark
•
Other tha.n those r;ho ans7;ered correctly, fer; even tried ques-
tion #20 (Give the meaning of re -armament .) .
I.Iost people in the class attemipted to answer question #21
(Give, apriroxim.ately, the Drice of cash cotton.). Those rho rere
judged T/rong usually gave figures of 15^ a pound or over. L'ost of
those v'ho gave reasonable ansv/ers rere v.'ithin a fraction of a cent.
Som.e cotton is raised in the county^ and there are cotton rare-
houses in the county seat^ so tliat rill account for knor ledge
.
No one imer nor did anyone attem.pt to ansrer question #22
(TTho is Anthony j^den? ) .
Answers to question #25 (Give one of the great comDromises
in the making of the U. S. Constitution.) reveF,.led tliat many con-
fused these rith the i:issouri Compromise y/hich they kner better.
One person gave a near correct ansrer to question §24 (Give
the cost of white lead per crt.) but it is very likely a guess,
since they are not likely to com.e in contact rith the rar article.
Other figures rere generally from^ tro to five dollars.
Question #25 (Give, approximately, the tax rate in your home.)
ras confused rith North Crrolina's Sales' Tax* and the majority
ansrered in terms of sales' tax on lOp^ or on ^1*00.
"^ake County, N . C •
Raleigh, N . G.
'Three cents on the dol3ar
cc
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INTERPRETATIONS OP FIG-URE 14
WASHINOTON SCHOOL
Grade 8
This school devotes at least one period a week to the teaching
of current events "beginning wich the fourta grade and has done so
for a nuaiiDer of years. This Current Events period is not i.iade the
basis of history teaching, hov/ever, but is thought of as a dis-
tinct subject.^
The effect of that teaching can be seen in the majority who
answered these questions:
Question #1 (Vfao is President of the U. S,?)
Question #2 (Who is Adolph Hitler?) Sone identified him with
Italy, however.
Question '-'3 (Explain C, G.)
Question #5 (Yfao is John Lewis?) ITote here the difference in
familiarity as compared with results from Berry
0 'Kelly, which is in the same coui:Lty,2
Question #6 (Explain W. P. A.)
Question #7 (Name the two U. S, Senators from your state,), Vfaere
the question was one half answered there v/as not the
overv/helming preference to either one as was shovrn in
the Massachusetts and Hew Hampshire schools.
Question #8 ('lATlio is Secretary of State?)
Question #9 (Who is Charles Evans Hughes?)
Question #10 (V/lio is Jaines Farley?)
Question #11 (Explain C. I. 0.)
Question 7#13 (Explain T, V, A.)
Question #16 (Name one senator from Virginia,), Here there was a
distinct tendency to name Senator Byrd; the name of
Senator Glass occuring only about three or four times.
The popularity of Senator Byrd most likely grew out
of association v/ith his brother in whose explora-
tions the children were much interested.
Question #18 i'Nha.t, in round numbers, is the total U. S, debt?)
V/ith some exceptions the debt was placed at 54
billion, while at the time the test was given the
figure was 67 billion. This showed that 'the debt
had been tau^^ht but not recently enou.^,h to be
brought up to date.
Questions v/hich relate to economic problems were not as well
answered or were entirely omitted as is shown by the results in
the follov/ing:
Question #4 (Accuiuulat ion of savings and capital tends oo raise,
depress, or not fefiect wages and the standard of
living.) Other attempts sue"_;ested that there was
Observations of the author, verified by L.lss Louise Lauhaiii, His-
tory teacher in the school
Washington is a city school, while Berry O'.velly is a rtxral school.
i€
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considerable guessing on this qiiestion.
Question 7/I2 (Give the meaning of Social Security.) i.any had in-
sufficient information and thought only in terms of
numbers given to employees.
Question #15 (3ive the meaning of Soil Conservation Program.)
Question #17 (Explain a balanced budget.)
Question #24 (j-ive the cost of white lead per cwt.)
Question #2o (jive, approximately, the tax rate in your home.)
For this a variety of figures were given that may
have been possible figures for individual taxes
rather than the rate.
While some answered question ,#19 (""rive the meaning of Court
Packing Plan) so many did not that it might be due to lack of
teaching or to unfamiliarity with this particular terminology.
The majority did not thinly of question #20 (3ive the mean-
ing of re-armament) in terms of the present world situation.
The contrast between the answers to question #21 (Give,
approximately, the price of cash cotton,) by this group and
the Berry 0 'Kelly group is interesting. These either omitted
the question or quoted a very high figure.
Failure on the part of iiiany to answer #22 (VAio is Anthony
Eden?) probably is due to lack of interest on the part of some
in a foreign name,
A few answei-tia question #2o (Give one of ;.he great compromises
in the making of the U, S. Constitution,) but the i.iajority either
omitted it or confused it wita the better known Lissouri Compromise,
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Figure 15
Percentage Distribution of Correct ^Inswers
Morris School, Sumter, S. 0,
Grade 8
rf
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IIITEilPRETATIOlTS OF FIGURE 15
i:ORRIS SCHOOL
Question #1 (V/ho is President of the U. S.?), ansv/ered by all
the class, was clearly v/ithin their experience.
The name of Hitler is apparently unknown since no one even at-
tempted to ansv;or question #2 (Vfno is Adolph Hitler?),
The fact that 33,"^^ of the class ansv/ered question ,^3 (Explain
C. C, G.) shows a possibility of contact v/ith C. G, G, workers in
the community or of reference to theu in the school. The inajority
did not attempt to answer the question.
Few attempts were made to ansv/er question #4 {Accl^mulation of
savings and capital tends to raise, depress, or not effect v/a~'?s
and the standard of living,), Hisunderstandin^^ of directions was
shovm in the fact that they inserted the name of the President
instead of a check mar^.: on some one of the lines. There v/as no
consistency, however, as to uhe one filled.
No attempts v/ere made to answer question #5 (Wno is Joiin
Lewis?), Being an agricultural county, the C» I, 0, has proba-
bly made few contacts and its leader is unknown.
Very little guessing was done on question #6 (Explain 7/, P. A,),
Being largely an agricultural county-*- it is possible that year-
round agricultural pursuits nave kept many of their neighbors from
going to work on W, P, A, projects. Attention to some people at
work on the projects, however, should have aroused interest enough
to cause more than 26>o to find out about '.Y, F, A,
In every instance where question #7 (Harae the two U, S. sena-
tors from your state.) was answered it was the naiue of Senator
Smith vmich v/as mentioned. The fact that he is better known than
Senator Byrnes may be due to the provocative type of bias his
speeches exhibit*
Those who attempted to answer question ^^8 (vrno is Secretary
of State?) usually gave the name of Senator Smith of 3, C,, but
were consistent in that those who used it here did noc use his
name again in #7.
Question ;79 (vrno is Charles Jvans Hughes?) was not attempted
by anyone.
Several atteinpts were maao to answer question ;rlO (Wiio is James
Farley?). The usual answer was that he is vice-president. This
showed familiarity with the name and an association of the nsune with
a political office.
1
Sixuter County, South Carolina
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Question #12 {^±ve the meaning of Social Security/ )Question ,/lo (Explain. T. V. A.)
^ ioy.)
Question
^14 (Oive the meaning of :.ust Bowl.)
SestloS ll' n'"' '^'^ "r"'"^ ^-^1 conservation Pro ram )Questi n # o Name one of the senators from Virrinia )Question #17 Explain a balanced bud
-et.)
^^"^^^^^^^-^
Question ^ """"^ ^^^^^ ^--1 S. debt^)tiuesti #19 (jive tne meanin-' of the Cou-rt- pq^h„~ ct,Question #20 Oive the meaning of re!ar°^ent ) ^'Question #22 ('iVho Is yinthony Eden')Question #23 (Give one of ^'--^oreat oo.pro^lso. m the »a.in.
j_ . . , ^''» '-^» 'constitution.)Question #24 "rive the co-r rf -/tt i i
. 'ir^Z , !-ooo Ox v/aiovj lead ner rwr )Question #25 five approximately olie tar ri 1 ? x^^ ^^-^^ ^^•'^ ^"^^--X aue m yuur home.)
t-mf tlTti-'^''''^'''''^^ """^^^"^ "^^^^^ ^^ei^^ count : 's ^^n™-]^aat a l ati.o..pted tc ansv/or anesi-T.m ^pi / • • ~' -xc.uui-'al
the price of cash cotton!) In caser^^pip ^ni""^' approximately,price given uas usually ^Ausu^lJy h? "h but ^n'r^^""a price that may have been pSd at sSme S e^-T T^''^^''^'''^'^^ ^^^^but not in the most recent yeL s -«^-^'^>^7.
rc
c
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Fijure 16
Sum-nary of Percentages Correct on Each question
3or. 60^ 70^ 80%
Qu estionB
.
/
/
c
Chapter IV
SUl.iiiARY
The Civic and ir-olitical Information Test wus given to 670
sixth, seventh, and eighth ^rade pupils. Of this number 456
were in the eighth grade, 52 in the seventh grade, and 162 in
the sixth grade, Toree .aundrod were fron schools or? rleene,
N. H., 122 from Walpole, Massachusetts, 24 from Bellinghara, Massach^i.-etts,
177 from TTake County, North Carolina, ^nd 16 from Sumter, South Carolina.
The average percentage of questions answered correctly for
the v/aole -^roup was lo; Ziie average percentage of questions
answered incorrectly was 17, while the average percentage of
questions Oij.itted was 67, as is shown in Fig, 16, p. 119
The average percentage of questions answered correcoly by
eighth grade students v/as 21; tne average percentage answered
incorrectly by eighth grade students was 17; wnile tne average
percentage omitted by ei.^.hth grades w^s 62. The aighest per-
centage of questions answered correctly by an eighth grade was
the d6'/o by the V/ashington Scnool of Ralei^jh, "Jorth Carolina,
wnile the lowest percentage answered correctly by an eignth
grade v/as the 9% of the korris School of Suinter, South Carolina,
Tne nighest percentage of questions answered incorrectly an
eighth grade v/as the 26/o by the Franklin School of Keene, Tig..
Hampshire, while tne lowest ;t.ercentage of incorrect answers
was the 11, J of tne ^lorris School, tue Berry 0 'Kelly School of
Method, North Carolina, and the Walpole School of V/alpole,
Massachusetts, Tne highest percentage of questions by el -^th
See Fig. 17 See Fig. 18
r
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grades omitted was the 81;b' of trie Lorris School, v/tiile the lowest
percentaj^e of questions omitted by ei^ihth gi'a-des was ^ae 21 v of
the Washington School,-^
The average ijercentage of questions ansv;ered correctly by
seventh grades was 12; tne average percenta^^e answered incorrect-
ly by seventh grades' v;as 27, while tne aver^-ge percentage omitted
by seventh grades v;as bl. The highest percentage of questions
answered correctly by a seventh grade was 13;3 by tne North School
of Bellingham, Liassachusetos, v/hile the lowest percentage was tne
11% of tne V/al^.ole School of V/alpole, i..assachuset v.s ,^ Tne ni-'hest
percentage ansv/ered incorrectly was tne 32, of the llortn School,
waile the lowest percentage was t:ie 22 of the Walpole School.*^
The highest percentage omit tea one u7,j oy one .<uii,oj.e k^c.^ooI
of V/alpole, Llass., wnile tne lowest j^ercentage Oiiiitteu was the
bo'o by the North School of 5ellin"ham, iiass.-^
The average percentage ans\.ereu correctly by sixth grades
was 9; the average percentage answered incoi'rectly was 15; while
the average percent.. .as was 76. The high-
est percentage answered corj-yctly uj sixou ^^rades was the 14> of
the YiTheelock Sc.ioul of iveene. New nampshire, while the lowest j^er-
centage answered correctly cj a sixtn -rade was tne bo of the Til-
den School of that city.^ The highest percentage answered incor-
rectly by a sixth grade was the 24;'^ of the Wneelock Scnool, of
Keene, N, H,, Wiiile the lowest percentage of incorrect answers
v/as ohe 11,^ of tne pranklin School of Keene, N. H., wnile the
percentage number was the 62% of the ;/heelock School of Keene,
N, H. The nighest percentage omitted by a sixtn "rade was the
2
See x'lg. 19 See Fig. 17 "^See Fig. 18
cc
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82:t of the Tilden School of Keene, H. H., while the lov/est percentage
omitted was tae 78^o of the vValpole School of Walpole, I.Iass,-^
It is also inUoreating to note trie avera^^es us oo location. Of
the seven classes of iCeene, New liampsnire,^ the average percentage
correct was 12, jhe avera,;;;e percentage v/rong was 16, v/hile the
average percentage omitted v/as '72
,
Grouping the Massachusetts classes'^ we find an average of lo/i
correct, an average of 21;.3 wrong, and an average of 26;i oiiiitted,
G-roupii.g the southern schools^ together we find an avera^.e of 26/o
correct, an average of 15)3 wrong, and an average of 59, j omitted.
The highest percentage of correct responses was iiiade by the
eighth grade of the Wasaington School, of Raleigh, North Carolina,
which was 56%, v/hile the lowest percentage was the 6;'j made by the
sixth grade of Tilden Scnool of Keene, Hew Hampshire,
The highest percentage of incorrect ansv/ers was made by the
seventh grade of the North School of Bellinghani, Liassaciiusetts
,
Wiiich v/as 32%, waile the lowest _^>oi-cun"Ga^e of incorrvjCu axiswers
was the ll;a shared by the sixth grade of the Franklin School of
Keene, New Hampshire, tae eighth grade of the V/alpole Scliool of
V/alpole i..assacause 0 1 s, and the Berry Cuexxy Scnool of iieunod.
North Carolina.
1 2 3 4See Fig6 • 19 Tilden 6 Walpole 6
Walpole 7
Walpole 8
Nortn 7
Wasaington 8
Berry 0 'Kelly 8
i.iorria 8
Roosevelt 6
Franklin 6
Wiieelock 6
Franklin 8
Sjiaonds 8
North 8
Central Jr. High 8
1c
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The highest percentage of questions oiiiitted was the 82;o of
the sixth grade of Tilden School of Keene, ITew Hampshire, and
the lov/est percentage omitted was the 21yo of the eighth grade of
the 'i(7ashington School, of Kaleigh, II, G,
(*
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Figure 17
Comparison of Correct nswers
IL^ 20^ 31;^ 1,% 5% 60^ 70^ 80^ 9C^ ICQ^
/i
i
c
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r/
^
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Figure ly
Comparison of Answe s Omitted
10^ ^0^ 3Qg 50^ 60^ 70^ 80^ 90^ IM
r/
r
c
Piiiui-e 20 3.10WS a suim.^ry of the percentages of questions
correctly anawerea, incorrectly answorod, or omitted. From
Taole ;XVI ..uion f.iio.va it i.iay be seen- tnat In general this
was like the profiles of tne sin-Is clashes in that ,ne per-
centage of questions cor^-ectl, answered
-.vas, the smallest for
all except four.l i„ each of these Instances tne percentage of
questions incorrectly answered was the smallest fi.:^.e.
The small percentage
.f questions correctly answered indi-
cates a limited
.nowled^e of cu^.rent affairs and su. ests „hat
in all probability little emphasis is placed on sucn
.o.owled.e
in the majority of these schools since some knowle.;„c of cur-
rent afi'aira would be -^a ; , *a ^ ry-, .-. •-ia Do e.axi.ea Trou zne raaio, t.ie ne;/spapers,
and tho newsreels. The relabivo^ o ai^ ^ n --^v ^^, ...ctij. i-exCoiioa^G oi ques-
tions incorrectly answered by zae ^rouu snc^-.. -.J i^iic f^xoup ugA^esos Liiat cnildren
did not k..ow enou^n to res.rt to muca :nicss:n- • ..uwfa ^
. :eneral,
questions whicn nave incorrectly
.„sv;..e. aro tnose
.nth which
tne cnillrcn feel a small decree of familiarity or in the case
of some names, su- Hqr-
,
,..B3to 3coe one oi a similar nai,e wit.. q-.
„,.ey
are familiar, so they venture to ,a.ss.
.he relatively s..ll
amount Of
.uessins done is further borne out by the la-,
.er-
conta„o Of questions omitted since these represent questions
about Which tno children are s of a.eir ignorance.
oerry u iveil^ Scnool, iletnod v n ^ . ^
Washi„.,ton school, mi^^ c hr£^% ^
cc
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Fi,-ure 20
Conparison of .\nswers (l) Correct, (2) Inco.-rect or 1.5) Omitted
I! )
\ \ \ \ \ \ \ I i
TABLii XVI
coLPiiRATiv.. groupii:g
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SohOOl Grade
II o
.
Pud i Is fie. c e
iiO .
questions
i;o. No,
questions Questions
^"ronp; Dnitted
Groun I
1. Tilden 6 22 Keene, 11
.
XJ. •
2. Koosevelt 6 22 Keene, N. H.
3. Franklin 6 34 Keene, N. K.
4. " he e lock 6 38 Ke ene
,
i^ene.
K. H.
5 . Franklin 8 65 K . H.
6 . Sj'Tnonds 8 20 Ke ene N. E.
7 . Central Jr. 8 99 Keene, N. 11.
High
8^
9%
14:%
12%
14:%
26%
12%
12%
11%
24%
26%
V7%
15%
82%
eo;i
625^
62%
79fc
o9%
I-:ean 12^ 16% 12%
Group II
1. 'Talpole 6 46 .alpole, i.&ss .
2 . '/alpole 7 28 .alpole, I.;ass .
3 • .alnole 6 48 ''ialpole , i..ass .
4 . North 7 24 Bellingliain, I.:ass •
5 . North 8 25 Bellingham , La s s
.
7;.
11>'
28^^
16%
lb%
22%
11>
32^^
23^
78;^
61%
61%
bb%
61%
Mean 15 21/J 64%
Group III
1. Washington 8
2 . Berry O'lvell^^ 8
3 . Morris 8
95
81
15
Raleigh, N . (
Method, N . C
Suniter, S . C
b6,\i
14%
9^
2Z>%
11%
21/0
81%
Kean 17 14 59
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TABLE XYII
COI.TAFiATIVii STUDY AGGORLING TO GRAL'i:.S
No. Uo. 1.0.
No. Questions i^uestions Questions
School Grade Pupils Tlace Aiprht rron^ Oniitted
1. Tilden 6 22 Keene, N . H . 6% 12% 82%
2 . 1 Dole9 JL ^w l. W 6 46 ^alDole. Mass
.
'A* 15%
3. Roosevelt 6 22 Keene, N. II. S% 12% 80^;
4. Franklin 6 34 Keene, H. H. 9% 11% 805^
5 . Tlieelock
Llean
6 38 Keene, N . H. 1A%
9^
24%
lb%
62%
76^
Vol no 1
e
7I 28 ^aloole. I.'ass * 11^ \J 1 /o
2 . North
Mean
7 24 Be llinc^haTT . T ass . 13^^
12^ 279^
55^
615^
Franklin 8 65 <oO/w
2 • L.orris 8 15 Sumter, S . G • 115^ Rl->i
3. Symonds 8 26 Keene, N . II
•
14:70 17;6 79%
A Berry 0' Kelly 8 T.'ix 4-1-1 f\A 1\T P 14> 11/j 75%
5. North 8 25 Bellingham, l-ass. 16^' 23>^ 61^
6 . Central Jr.
High
8 99 Keene, N. H. 26:^ lb% 59^
7. Tialpole 8 48 T.'alnole, Lass • 28^0 ll;i 63^
8. flashington
Kean
8 81 Raleigh, N . G 56 %
21%
23^^
17^0
21:/o
62%
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1S.BLE XVIII
GOI.;P«hATIV<i STULY jiGGORLIlIG TO LOG;.LITY
School G-rade
i;o •
J-\ipils Place
0 ,
i^uest ions
Right
-.0 .
^uestions
'"rong
::o
.
.:^ue s t i ons
OrTiitted
1. Tilden 6 22 ileene , . H • 6% 12^ 82^'
2 • Roosevelt 6 22 Keene , 11 • rl
.
12% 80;^
3 . Pr8.nklin 6 34 Keene, 11 . H. / 11;. 80^
4 , "lieelock 6 38 Keene, il . rl. 14)4; 24% 62;:o
Mean 9/3 15^ 76^
5 • Franklin 8 65 Keene, K . H
•
12^^ 26^ 6 2^
6 • Symonds 8 20 Keene, 11 . :i 14;^ 17^ 79%
7 • Central Jr
.
High
8 99 Keene, M • K 26^ 15% 5 9%
llean 12:^0 16% 72%
b • »,alpoie D Walpole, Lass
•
7/6 15% 7Q%
9, TTalpole 7 28 'valpole, Mass . 11% 22;^i' 67%
10 . Talpole 8 48 Vjalpole, liass • 28% llv^ 61%
Mean 15/j 16^' 6 9^
11 . North 7 24 Be 1 1 ingham , J.Ia s s . 13^ Z2% 55^
12. liorth 8 25 Bell inghaiT: , I :a s
s
10;'. 2Z%- 61J^
Mean 15% 27,0 5 8^^
13 . Berry
O'Kelly
8 96 Llethod, li . G . 14^. 11;. 75^
14 • ' ashington 8 81 Raleigh, H . C . 23;j 21^
^:ean 17?^ 48^
15 • Morris 8 15 SuF.ter, S . C • 9% 10% 81%'
1
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In view of the interpretations of the data collected in
fifteen classes of eleven schools - north and south, city and
rural - the following conclusions are possible,
I, Since pupils do not know much about present day af-
fairs, it is evident that schools are failing to achieve the
aim of problem thinking in terms of present day civic and
political problems,
II, Results show that there is a difference in the amount
of emphasis in different schools and in different grades of the
same school.
III, The difference between rural and city schools is not
appreciable,
IV, It is possible to achieve the current problem thinkirg
aim through teaching,
V, Tests to check the achievement of this aim can be
teacher constructed and must be continually brought up to date.
VI, Tests constructed by teachers or groups of teachers
will reveal differences in teaching efficiency,
VII, Questions relating to economic problems are most poor-
ly answered,
VIII, Questions dealiig with problems which relate to a
particular section are answered better by children of that sec-
tion.
(
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GOOPl^FtATIVl!] CIVIC AWD Cr^uxiiuiL Ilil^OllWi'ION
TJIST, 19o7
Boston University
Directions: Quickly fill in ansv/ers. Answer a.s many as you can
in 20 juiinutes,
A. Answer the following';:
1, ,..:iO is .x'esident of the 'Jnited States?
2, V/ho is the Secretary of State? (U, £,)
o, '"ane the tv/o U. S, Senators from jOur state
4, . ai.ie, if ^"ou can, one of uiie senators
from ViriTinia,
o. i/iia-i., in round nui-ioers, is tne jt>i'csent
total debt of the 7, S.?
B. jive the meaning of tne lollowin^^ expressions foimd in current
discussions and editorials:
o. Court Packini- Plan
7 . iie -arrnaiient
3, Soil Conservation pro^-iram
9. Dust 3owl
10. Social Security
C. E::plain:
11. A balanced budf_;et
12. V/. P. A.
13. T. V. A.
14. C. C. G,
lo, C. I. 0,
D. Wlio is:
16, Adolph Hitler
i(
17, Anthony Eden
18, James Farley
19, John Lev/is
20, Charles ..vans Hughes
llive, apijx-oximately
:
21, The price of cash cottion.
22, Tne tax rate in your hone.
23, xhe cost of white lead per cwt ,
24, One of tae three ^reat coiduromises in tne raaicing
of the XJ, S, Constitution was
25, Accix.iulaLion of savin.^s and capital
tends CO raise wa.^es and tne standard of living.
tends to depress wa;cs and the standaru uf living
nas no effect on \/a_,^3 ^.n^ o.i^ ^^v^a.iaax-u of living

REVISED QUESTIONNAIRE
1. mho is President of the Uaitad Statea?
2. ;irho ia Molph HitlerT
3. Explain G» C. C.
4. Accumulation of savings and capital
tend to raise wages and the standard of living.
tend to depress wages and the atnndax^i of living •
has no effect on wages and the standard of living,
(check one of the above)
5» Who is John L. Lewis?
6. Explain rf. P. A»
7» Name two S. Senators from your state*
8. Who is Secretary of State? (U, S.)
9. Who is Charles Evans Hughes?
10. '^o is James Farley?
11. Explain C. I. 0.
12. Give the meaning of Social Security.
13. Explain T. Y. A.
14. Give the meaning of the Dust Bowl.
15. Give the meaning of Soil Conservation Program
16. Neune, if you can, ena of the Senators from Virginia.
17. Explain a balanced budget.
18. What, in round numbers, is the present debt of the Uiiited States?
19. Give the meaning of Court Packing Plan.
20. Give the meaning of re-anrnment.
c(
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21, Give approximately, the price of cash cotton,
22» Who is Anthony Eden?
23, One of the three great con?>roiai3e3 in the making of the U» S. Constitution was
24, Give approximately, the tax rate in your home,
25, Give approximately, the cost of white lead.



